The first Virgo long science run (VSR1) lasted 136 days, from 18th May 2007. During the run several noise sources were identified and reduced; this significantly improved the detector sensitivity between the start and the end of the run. We describe three noise studies, showing how data monitoring programs and simple analysis tools permitted the first detection of the noise and provided useful information regarding its origin.
Introduction
Virgo is a power-recycled Michelson interferometer (ITF) with 3 km long Fabry-Perot cavities in its arms, aimed to detect gravitational wave signals in the 10 Hz to 10 kHz frequency band [1] . The detector is in the final commissioning phase, and the search for control and environmental noise sources is a major activity. The VSR1 run took place between 18th May and 1st October 2007, the detector was locked in a science mode for 81% of the time [2] . Investigations were performed during the run to identify the noise sources limiting the ITF sensitivity. The mitigation of some noise sources contributed to increasing the NS-NS horizon distance [2] from 3.5 Mpc at the beginning to 4.5 Mpc at the end of the run.
In this paper we illustrate three noise studies conducted during VSR1 and right after. These are: (i) the noise produced by some piezo-electric actuators (section 2), (ii) the seismic and acoustic noise produced by air conditioning devices (section 3) and (iii) the identification of the internal modes of the suspended mirrors (section 4). We describe the role played in the noise search by simple data analysis tools and monitoring programs such as the online computation of band limited RMS of noise, the identification of spectral lines, the timefrequency monitor of ITF signals and the in-time analysis of transient events. The investigated noises as well the analysis tools are common to other gravitational-wave (GW) experiments and to the GW scientific community who might be interested in listening to our experience. (This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)
In this paper we focus on the description of the methods adopted in the noise search, possibly avoiding details that are peculiar to the Virgo design. Much of the described noise searches are based on unproven theories and a provisional working hypothesis, as it is typical for the detectors commissioning work.
Noise from PZT actuators on the suspended injection bench
Since the start of VSR1, a noise was present in the dark fringe signal which consisted of correlated non-stationary structures in the frequency region between 100 Hz and 1 kHz, the most intense structures peaked at 243 Hz and 652 Hz (figure 1). We named it the mystery noise. This noise originated from two piezo-electric actuators (PZT) placed on the suspended input bench (SIB) which carries the two input mirrors of the triangular input mode cleaner (IMC) optical cavity. These two mirrors are assembled in one structure we name the dihedron. The two PZT are powered with a constant voltage and used to keep in position the mirrors which align the beam into the reference optical cavity, also located on the SIB. The residual high frequency noise of the supplied voltage was shaking the PZT supports and the bench itself 26 . The SIB movement then produced beam jitter and length noise in the IMC, which polluted the sensitivity.
As was clear a posteriori, revealing the mystery noise was made difficult by the fact that another non-stationary uncorrelated noise of a similar amplitude partially overlapped with the mystery noise frequencies (see section 3). The VSR1 long observation time permitted us to correlate the slow fluctuation of the mystery noise with other noise structures in the dark fringe signal and in other signals. These studies were performed with simple online analysis programs. We briefly illustrate these studies, which were conducted to finally locate and remove the noise source toward the end of VSR1. 26 We suspect that the frequency of the mystery noise peaks, 240 Hz and 650 Hz, correspond to mechanical resonances of the PZT supports. We measured the mechanical modes of supports of similar size and found values in the 200-700 Hz range. (1) During the run we monitored the dark fringe RMS noise in the mystery noise frequency bands, using the NonStatMoni online tool [8] . The spectral analysis of the RMS signal permits us to detect the peculiar frequencies which modulate the noise amplitude. We identified periods during which the noise was deeply modulated at a frequency (42 mHz) corresponding to a resonant mode, the super-attenuator [11] , which suspends the input optical bench (SIB) of the input mode cleaner (IMC) cavity. ITF channels. This tool permits an easy visual inspection and correlation of very slow noise non-stationarities (time scales longer than 10 min). Inspecting the spectrograms we identified a few periods, lasting up to a few days (one example in figure 3 ), during which the most intense mystery noise structures had amplitude fluctuations common to other structures which, according to a finite element model simulation [10] , would be resonant modes of the dihedron. (4) We measured the mechanical resonances of the suspended injection bench including the dihedron. We shaked the SIB while the IMC was locked in a standalone mode. High-Q modes were found to reasonably match the predicted dihedron modes (83, 159 and 173 Hz). Additionally, low-Q modes were found in correspondence with some of the mystery noise frequencies (278, 652 and 813 Hz).
These studies provided evidence that the mystery noise was modulated by alignment fluctuations of the suspended input bench (items 1 and 2) 27 . The modulation frequencies corresponded to some mechanical modes of the SIB super-attenuator suspension and of the SIB itself (items 3 and 4). These observations (mainly 3 and 4) lead us to the hypothesis that the mystery noise originated from a device located on the SIB which vibrates and shakes the bench (and the dihedron) 28 . The noise was in fact due to PTZ drivers on the SIB. A second-order low-pass filter at 0.1 Hz was added to the dc voltage driving the PZTs. Figure 1 shows the ITF sensitivity improvement consequent to this intervention. The NS-NS horizon distance increased by 0.5 Mpc, and the stationarity (peak-to-peak fluctuation of RMS noise) of the dark fringe signal in the ranges 200-300 Hz and 600-900 Hz improved by at least a factor of 4. The number of transient events detected by QOnline drastically decreased.
Noise from the air conditioning devices
At the end of VSR1 many of the structures limiting the Virgo sensitivity up to few hundred Hz were due to the noise from back-scattered light and input beam jitter. This noise was sustained by seismic and acoustic environmental disturbances produced mainly from the air conditioning devices (HVAC). The first prompt indication was provided by an occasional cutoff of the mains power which occurred during VSR1 and which caused the shut down of 28 We evaluated two alternative noises which could shake the bench at frequencies above 100 Hz: (i) a residual seismic noise transmitted by the SIB suspension and (ii) the noise current in the coils acting on the SIB for the slow IMC alignment control. For both the projected noise was more than two orders of magnitude smaller than the mystery noise. During VSR1 we monitored the coherence between the dark fringe and seismic and acoustic probes to provide evidence of environmental noise directly coupling to the ITF [4] , but we found no significant coherence 29 . The switchoff of the air conditioning units was the only prompt way this noise could be pinned down.
Switch-off tests conducted right after VSR1 permitted us to characterize the noise contribution of each single HVAC device [12] . Figure 4 shows the dark fringe noise reduction associated with the switchoff of the air fan of the north-end experimental hall and of the HVAC devices inside the central building. Understanding the noise coupling paths is important, as well as reducing the seismic and acoustic emissions from the machines, and we worked on these two aspects.
We suspected that the dominant coupling of the environmental acoustic and seismic noise to the dark fringe occurred through parasitic light beams which hit seismically excited surfaces, are phase modulated by the vibration, and then are scattered back into the main beam path.
At the north-end experimental hall the back-scattering processes might occur at the level of the optical components on the external bench which are used to guide and read out the light transmitted by the ITF arm. The noise associated with the HVAC of the north-end experimental hall did in fact reduce consequently to some mitigation actions we performed on the optical bench. These actions consisted mainly of: (i) a better damping of parasitic beams and (ii) the replacing of some beam dumps which, in laboratory measurements, were found to scatter a significant fraction of the impinging light 30 . 29 The lack of coherence indicates a non-linear coupling between the dark fringe and the seismic noise, which is the case for the phase noise from back-scattered light processes [5] . 30 We characterized several commercial and custom optical components by measuring the light scattered at the 45 • angle with respect to an incoming laser beam. Some components were scattering up to 10 4 ppm of the incoming light. Figure 5 . The frequency evolution during VSR1 of the (2, 1, 1) 'butterfly' mode of the beamsplitter (BS) mirror (black markers) matches the evolution of the temperature of the vacuum tower housing the mirror and its suspension (red line). The order of the mode is determined by comparing the average frequency to the prediction of a finite-element model of the mirrors [14] .
(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)
The environmental noise in the central experimental hall was found to couple at the detection port. In particular, diffused light processes occur at the output Brewster window 31 and at the vacuum tank housing the suspended detection bench (SDB). This was shown in various ways: for example by measuring coherence between the dark fringe noise and seismic probes monitoring the vacuum tank wall at these locations, and also by observing that the dark fringe noise was very sensitive to the mechanical excitations or slight mechanical modifications of these parts. The plan is to replace the output Brewster window with one cryogenic vacuum tube to preserve the high vacuum by trapping particles passing through the link.
For this summer, we have planned a shutdown of some works to reduce the acoustic and seismic noise emissions of HVAC devices in the ITF environment. These comprise: (i) the reduction of the air flux in the inlet and outlet ducts, (ii) the insertion of soft joints to decouple the air ducts to the machine vibrations and (iii) the installation of damping pads to reduce vibrations transmitted through the floor.
Identification of mirror modes
The internal resonances of the suspended mirrors, thermally excited, produce frequency peaks (lines) in the sensitivity curve. The LineMonitor online program extracts the information on the frequency peaks from the dark fringe signal 32 . For each identified peak the value of its central frequency, spectral amplitude and SNR is stored in one MySQL database table. A web 31 In order to preserve the ITF high vacuum, the vacuum volume housing the suspended output bench is isolated by a glass plate placed at the Brewster angle with respect to the output beam. 32 The algorithm used [7, 8] first estimates the signal spectral background and then searches the spectrum for local maxima whose amplitude is at least four times above the background (SNR > 4). The dark fringe signal is examined at time steps of 300 s and with a spectral resolution of 0.01 Hz.
interface [13] permits easy and fast access to the data, display of time-frequency information and matching to a list of known lines. This tool permits quick browsing through the VSR1 full dataset (4.5 months long) to look for appearing/disappearing lines, or drifts of lines frequency, which can then easily be correlated with other ITF control signals or environmental probes.
The LineMonitor data collected during VSR1 were used to identify several internal modes of the Virgo suspended mirrors. The frequency peaks are assigned to mirrors by correlating their slow drift during VSR1 with the variation of the environmental temperatures measured close to the vacuum tower housing the mirror suspension. Figure 5 shows one example. We identified in total 16 modes, whose average frequency is between 4 kHz and 12 kHz, of our six suspended large mirrors.
Conclusions
We have illustrated three studies of the Virgo noise conducted during the first long science run and right after. These studies permitted us to characterize some noise sources limiting the detector sensitivity. In one case the identified source of the noise was removed before the end of the run, significantly improving the sensitivity. We described the techniques adopted in the noise investigation, and the use made of simple data analysis tools and monitor programs. The RMS monitor, the spectrogram monitor and the monitor of transient events helped to correlate the noise in different channels and to identify the typical modulation frequencies of the noise non-stationarity. Then experimental tests allowed us to locate the source of this noise and to remove it.
The monitor of spectral lines proved useful to identify noise sources by correlating the frequency evolution of lines to other auxiliary channels. We show how we identified several structural modes of the mirrors by correlating them to the environmental temperature close to the mirrors. Our experience with the environmental noise produced by the air conditioning devices, as well as the noise produced by the piezo-electric actuators on the suspended optical bench, might give useful indications for the study and design of other present and future GW detectors.
